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 124.	Yes.—Well, I can tell you that in one case a
municipality rot far from Bombay was dissolved,
and at the next election  exactly the same repre
sentatives were returned by the electors.
 125.	But those persons who were found guilty are
disqualified to be members ?—But how can you ?
 126.	Those  persons  actually responsible  for  the
maladministration should be disqualified from stand
ing.—Under the existing law there is no power of
disqualifying them.    If you  are  prepared  to  pass
an Act in the Council it might be effective.
 127.	Now, so far as the Bombay Corporation goes,
do not you think that the representation of  the
intermediate classes is not adequate in proportion
to the population ?    The  number is  only  ten ?—
Yes, the representation is rather small.
 128.	Syed Mir an Muhammad Shah : Do you know
if Muhammadans could get any representation in the
municipalities in Sind before the introduction of com
munal representation ?—I believe it was very difficult.
The Chairman :  That is very interesting.    That is
 129.	5. M. Muhammad Shah :   Yes, sir.    (To the
Witness) :   What sort  of   control  does  the  audit
department exercise upon the finances of the local self-
governing body ?—Well, I do not think, if you use the
word " control " in its strict sense, that they have any
control at all.    They simply report the irregularities,
and it is for the Commissioner   and   Government
to use their powers of control on those reports.
 130.	And I suppose the Government takes action
upon those remarks ?—They do, on occasions where
it is required.
 131.	I suppose local school boards are subordinate
bodies to the district local boards and municipalities ?
—Yes.
 132.	Does   Government   exercise  any control or
supervision over those bodies,  or not ?—Over the
school boards ?
 133.	Yes, directly ?—No.
 134.	Then  there   are  senior  assistant  education
inspectors appointed for the purpose of supervising
the working of the school boards.    Is that not so ?
—Well, they are working so far as the standard of
education is concerned.    That is the duty of the
Government inspectorate.

 135.	And they make a report ?—Yes, so far as the
standard of education is concerned.
 136.	Do you take any action upon the defects
pointed out by them I—So far as I know the Director
of Public Instruction and the inspectors act on the
reports submitted to them.
 137.	They do ?—So far as I know.
 138.	Does the budget of the school board also pass
through the Collector and the Commissioner ?—No.
So far as I know, no.   You know better than I do
about that.
 139.	Yes ; they do.—I did not know they did.
S. AT. Muhammad Shah : I mean, sir, to point out and to make it clear that the Government does exercise considerable control with reference to the finances of the local bodies, as well as the school boards.
The Chairman :  I am much obliged.
140.	Sir, Arthur Froom:   One or two questions
arising out of the question of taxation1 levied by
municipalities and local bodies, on which 1 -Hhi^ir
Mr. Turner said that local bodies were in a happier
position than municipalities.   I should tike to ask
Mr. Turner whether local bodies,  such as district
boards, exercise then- full powers of taxation.   May
I put it in another way ?   I understand that local
bodies have powers to exercise a tax up to 2 annas.
Do they always exercise the f uU powers up to 2 annas ?
—Except in Gujarat, practically all the districts have
raised their local fund cess from J 4 to 2 annas.
1*1. They are taxing up to the full, within their powers?—Yes, including Sind. Gujarat alone refused to do so.
• l%. °°^otb?" <luestio* ab°ut the Bombay municipality. On the Bombay municipality there is no
 communal representation, but the arrangement of wards in Bombay does result in a certain amount of communal representation : I mean, one ward, it is known, must return Muhammadans, because all Muhammadans live in that ward.—That may happen. They all live in special quarters.
The Chairman : That explains what I was wondering, Sir Arthur—whether there were not special geographical circumstances.
Sir Arthur Froom : It amounts to much the same thing.
The Witness : Strictly speaking, it is not supposed to be done on those lines, but in fact in some wards Muhammadans are in the majority, and in other wards Parsees.
 143.	Sir Arthur Pvooni ;    I  think  you  said  that
local  communal  representation   has   not  improved
administration.    Had you in mind Brahmins against
Non-Brahmins or Muhammadans  against  Hindus ?
—More Brahmins against Non-Brahmins.
 144.	Not so much Muhammadans against Hindus ?
—Of course, that affects Sind.
 145.	You said it had not led to improved, adminis
tration.    Would you say that communal representa
tion of Muhammadans and Hindus has not retarded
administration, or has it just remained as it was ?—
I do not know Sind very well, but from what I have
gathered it is inclined to retard.
 146.	Would you, in your opinion, suggest that the
differences between Non-Brahmin and Brahmin are
greater than the differences between Muhammad an
and Hindu ?—No, I would not say they were greater.
 147.	Sir Hari Singh Gour :  In the earlier pages of
your memorandum you state that communal repre
sentation in the local bodies was introduced in conse
quence of communal representation being introduced
in the Legislative Council elections, that there was
not   communal  representation   in   the  local   bodies
till it was for the first time introduced in the elections
to the local council  and then it was introduced or
extended to the local bodies ?    Is not that so ?—
That statement is made.

 148.	The   Chairman :    Is   it   quite   accurate ?    I
thought you gave me an instance of the communal
electorate before the Montagu-Chelmsford Report ?—
It is not quite correct.    What I mean to say is that
the   statutory   introduction   of   communal   repre
sentation was not till after communal representation
had been introduced in the local councils.
 149.	What, you told me was that in  Sind by a
Government Order before the Montagu-Chelmsford
Report there was communal representation.    I did
not understand from you that it existed in the rest
of   the   Bombay   Presidency   before   the   Montagu
Report ?—I am sorry;  it did in 1920.
 150.	Sir Hari Singh Gour ; Just read paragraph 112
on page  105 of the memorandum.*    It is stated :
" The question of the representation of minorities
" was also  considered at the same time.    It was
" thought that the system of communal representa-
" tion was beset with practical difficulties and might
" stir up sectional animosities.    It was,  therefore,
" considered   sufficient   to   reserve   power   to   the
" Governor-in-Council of nominating one-third of the
" councillors as .in the past to secure representation
" of those classes which, for any reason, were unable
" to elect candidates of their own, and it was not
" till 1917 that Government decided, for the first
" time, to adopt the principle of communal repre-
" sentation in the case of municipalities in Sind/'
I understand that the first sentence represents the
view of the Government as regards communal repre
sentation at that time ?—Yes,

 151.	And judging from the evidence you have just
now given, we find that the view of the Bombay
Government is justified by the subsequent facts ; in
other words by the fact that the introduction of
communal representation has led to the deterioration
of efficiency ?—.It certainly contributed towards it.
 152.	In one part of your evidence you said that

